
What is Normal? 

I. UNIT OVERVIEW & PURPOSE:  
The purpose of this unit is to allow students to analyze the normal distribution.  Students will 
take a look at the heights of Major League Baseball players, their own heights and shoe sizes to 
determine percentiles, z-scores, area under the standard normal curve and probability. 
 

II. UNIT AUTHOR: 24 
Amanda Lucas, Craig County High School, Craig County Public Schools 
 

III. COURSE:  
Mathematical Modeling: Capstone Course  
 

IV. CONTENT STRAND: 
Data Analysis and Probability 
 

V. OBJECTIVES:   

 Construct a histogram 

 Recognize the characteristics of a normal distribution 

 Calculate measures of center (mean, median, mode) and spread (standard deviation) 

 Compute z-scores 

 Compute percentiles 

 Determine the area under a standard normal curve and probability 
 

VI. MATHEMATICS PERFORMANCE EXPECTATION(s):  

MPE.23  The student will analyze the normal distribution. Key concepts include  ∆ 

a)  characteristics of normally distributed data; 

b)  percentiles; 

c)  normalizing data, using z-scores; and 

d)  area under the standard normal curve and probability. 

MPE.22  The student will analyze graphical displays of univariate data, including dotplots, 

stemplots, and histograms, to identify and describe patterns and departures from patterns, 

using central tendency, spread, clusters, gaps, and outliers. Appropriate technology will be used 

to create graphical displays.  ∆ 

VII. CONTENT:    

The student will analyze the normal distribution. Including constructing a histogram, conducting 
a survey, analyzing characteristics of normally distributed data, percentiles, normalizing data, 
using z-scores and area under the standard normal curve and probability. This content will be 
incorporated through mathematical modeling problems focused on the heights and shoe sizes 
adults with a specific focus on Major League Baseball players.   
 
 

 

 



VIII. REFERENCE/RESOURCE MATERIALS:   

 MLB Team-by-Team Website: http://mlb.mlb.com/team/index.jsp 

 MLB Team Roster Worksheet (attached) 

 Computers with Internet access (laptops or computer lab) 

 Measuring tape (to measure student heights) 

 Percentile Exploration Worksheet 

 Shoe Size Survey form (attached) 

 Shoe Size Distribution Worksheet (attached) 

 Class set of TI-84 (or higher) calculators 

 
IX. PRIMARY ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES:  

 Worksheets will be turned in and graded or checked by teacher 

 Participation in class discussion will count toward grade 
 

X. EVALUATION CRITERIA:  
 MLB Team Roster Worksheet – 20 points 

 Percentile Exploration Worksheet – 20 points 
 Shoe Size Distribution Worksheet – 10 points 

 Participation in class discussions – 10 points each  
 

XI. INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 
Each of the three lessons is designed for a 60 minute period. (Can be easily altered for a 90 
minute block.) 
 

 
 

  

http://mlb.mlb.com/team/index.jsp


Properties of a Normal Distribution 

Strand     
Data Analysis and Probability 
 
Mathematical Objective(s)  
In this lesson students will construct and analyze a histogram from rosters of two of their favorite MBL 

Baseball teams.  Students will use their knowledge to determine and explain if their histogram meets 

the characteristics of a normal distribution.  

Mathematics Performance Expectation(s) 
MPE.22   The student will analyze graphical displays of univariate data, including dotplots, stemplots, 

and histograms, to identify and describe patterns and departures from patterns, using central 
tendency, spread, clusters, gaps, and outliers. Appropriate technology will be used to create 
graphical displays.   

 
MPE.23  The student will analyze the normal distribution. Key concepts include  

a) characteristics of normally distributed data; 

 

Related SOL  

7.11 The student, given data for a practical situation, will 

a) construct and analyze histograms; and 
b)    compare and contrast histograms with other types of graphs presenting information from 

the same data set. 
 
AII.11 The student will identify properties of a normal distribution and apply those properties to 

determine probabilities associated with areas under the standard normal curve. 

AFDA.7 The student will analyze the normal distribution. Key concepts include 
a) characteristics of normally distributed data; 
b) percentiles; 
c) normalizing data, using z-scores; and 
d) area under the standard normal curve and probability. 

 
NCTM Standards   

 understand histograms, parallel box plots, and scatterplots and use them to display data  

 for univariate measurement data, be able to display the distribution, describe its shape, and select 
and calculate summary statistics 

 find, use, and interpret measures of center and spread, including mean and interquartile range; 

 Communicate mathematical thinking coherently and clearly to peers, teachers, and others 
 
Materials/Resources 
Describe the materials and resources (including instructional technology) you plan to use in each lesson.   

 Classroom set of TI-84 (or higher) graphing calculators. 

 Computers with internet access (laptops or computer lab). 



 NBL Team Rosters: http://mlb.mlb.com/team/index.jsp 

 Student copies of MLB Team Roster Worksheet 

Assumption of Prior Knowledge 

 The typical student would have successfully completed Algebra 2. 

 Students will have to convert from feet to inches. 

 Students are expected to know how to construct a frequency distribution and histogram. 

 Students are expected to know how to calculate the mean and standard deviation of a data set (with 

the assistance of a calculator). 

 The relevant real life context in this problem is heights of male adults. 

Introduction: Setting Up the Mathematical Task 
In this lesson, students will investigate normal distribution using the heights of MBL Baseball Players.  

 

Student Exploration 1:   
Small Group Work 

In groups of two, students will visit the MBL Team-By-Team website and complete the MLB Team 

Roster Worksheet (attached). (35 minutes) 

A Sample Worksheet has been attached to show how the tables and histogram might look. 

Whole Class Sharing/Discussion 

 Bring class together to discuss findings. (25 minutes) 

Possible discussion questions: 

 Did your histograms appear to have the characteristics of a normal distribution? Why or why 

not? 

 What if we put all of our teams together?  Do you think our histogram would look “more 

normal” (bell-shaped)?  If time allow, have a brief discussion on the Central Limit Theorem. 

 Have students put their team frequencies on the board.  Construct and class histogram and 

compare graphs. 

Assessment  

 Each student is expected to turn in their own MLB Team Roster Worksheet.  (20 points) 

 Class participation/discussion. (10 points) 

Extensions and Connections (for all students) 
 Tomorrow we will look at the mean and standard deviation of male and female adults and see what 

percentiles various heights fall within the normal distribution. 

 Using z-scores, find out who is taller between a given man and a given women. 

http://mlb.mlb.com/team/index.jsp
http://mlb.mlb.com/team/index.jsp


Strategies for Differentiation  
 Allow students to work individually if necessary. 

 Provide grid paper for constructing histogram. 

 

  



Name: _____________________________    Date: _____________________ 

MLB Team Roster Worksheet 

1. Go to the MLB Team-by-Team Website: http://mlb.mlb.com/team/index.jsp 

 

Choose any 2 of teams and record the information from their “active roster” into the two 

tables below. (Note: You will need to convert the heights into inches for easier calculations; 5’10’’ 

stands for 5 foot 10 inches and is equivalent to 70 inches ) 

 Team #1 Name: ____________________ 

Player Name Height (inches) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

Team #2 Name: ____________________ 

Player Name Height (inches) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

http://mlb.mlb.com/team/index.jsp


2. Combine the two team’s data into one frequency table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  Using the frequency table in step 3 create a histogram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. With the assistance of a calculator, calculate the mean, median, and mode of your two teams. 

 

 

 

 

5.  Based on your findings from Exercise 4 and 5, do you think the height of MBL baseball players is 

normally distributed? Explain using the characteristics of a normal distribution. 

 

 

Height (inches) Tally Frequency 

Example: 72’’ llll 4 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   



Name: ______SAMPLE_______________    Date: _____________________ 

MLB Team Roster Worksheet 

1. Go to the MLB Team-by-Team Website: http://mlb.mlb.com/team 

 

2. Choose any 2 of teams and record the information from their “active roster” into the two 

tables below. 

 Team #1 Name: ______Braves_______ 

Player Name Height (inches) 

Beachy 75 

Hanson 78 

Hudson 73 

Jurrjens 73 

Kimbrel 71 

Linebrink 75 

Lowe 78 

Martinez 73 

O’Flaherty 74 

Proctor 73 

Sherrill 72 

Venters 75 

McCann 75 

Ross 74 

Conrad 71 

Freeman 77 

Gonzalez 71 

Hinske 74 

Jones 76 

Lugo 73 

Uggla 71 

Heyward 77 

McLouth 71 

Ramirez 74 

Schafer 73 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Team #2 Name: _______Red Sox________ 

Player Name Height (inches) 

Aceves 75 

Albers 72 

Bard 76 

Beckett 77 

Jenks 76 

Lackey 78 

Lester 76 

Miller 79 

Morales 72 

Papelbon 76 

Wakefield 74 

Wheeler 75 

Saltalamacchia 76 

Varitek 74 

Gonzalez 74 

Navarro 71 

Pedroia 69 

Scutaro 70 

Sutton 75 

Youkilis 73 

Drew 73 

Ellsbury 73 

McDonald 71 

Reddick 74 

Ortiz 76 

http://mlb.mlb.com/team


   
Mathematics Capstone Course 

 
 

3.  Combine the two team’s data into one frequency table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  Using the frequency table in step 3 to create a histogram. 

 
 

 

5. With the assistance of a calculator, calculate the mean, median, and mode of your two teams. 

 Mean = 74.1 inches 

 Median = 74 inches 

 Modes = 73 and 74 inches 

  

6. Based on your findings from Exercise 4 and 5, do you think the height of MBL baseball players is 

normally distributed? Explain using the characteristics of a normal distribution. 

Yes, the mean, median and mode are relatively the same.  The shape of the histogram is 

approximately a symmetric, bell shaped curve. 
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Heights of MLB Players (inches)

69''

70''

71''
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76''

Height (inches) Tally Frequency 

69  1 

70  1 

71  6 

72  3 

73  9 

74  9 

75  7 

76  7 

77  3 

78  3 

79  1 
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Percentile says . . .  

Strand     

Data Analysis and Probability 

 

Mathematical Objective(s)  

In this lesson students will determine what percentile specific heights fall in the normal distribution 

(with respect to the MBL baseball teams as well as the US average heights).  Students will be expected 

to do calculations (normalcdf, invNorm) on their calculators as well as using z-scores. 

Mathematics Performance Expectation(s) 

MPE.23  The student will analyze the normal distribution. Key concepts include  

a) characteristics of normally distributed data; 

b) percentiles; 

c) normalizing data, using z-scores; and 

Related SOL  

A.9 The student, given a set of data, will interpret variation in real-world contexts and calculate 
and interpret mean absolute deviation, standard deviation, and z-scores. 

AFDA.7 The student will analyze the normal distribution. Key concepts include 
a) characteristics of normally distributed data; 
b) percentiles; 
c) normalizing data, using z-scores; and 
d) area under the standard normal curve and probability. 

  

NCTM Standards  

 find, use, and interpret measures of center and spread, including mean and interquartile range; 

 Communicate mathematical thinking coherently and clearly to peers, teachers, and others 

 

Materials/Resources 

Describe the materials and resources (including instructional technology) you plan to use in each lesson.   

 Classroom set of TI-84 (or higher) graphing calculators   

 Measuring tape (to measure student heights) 

 Student copies of the Percentile Exploration Worksheet 

 Smart board or projector 

 Website: http://www.baseball-almanac.com/charts/heights/heights.shtml 

Assumption of Prior Knowledge 

 The typical student would have successfully completed Algebra 2. 

 Students will have to convert from feet to inches and vice versa. 

 Students are expected to know how to calculate and interpret standard deviation and z-scores. 
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 Students are expected to know how to calculate percentiles. 

 The relevant real life context in this problem is heights of males and females. 

Introduction: Setting Up the Mathematical Task 
In this lesson, students will investigate percentiles and z-scores with respect to heights. 

 

Before getting started on today’s activity allow students to measure their heights. (10 minutes) 

 

Student Exploration 1:   
 

Independent Work 

Students will complete the Percentile Exploration Worksheet (attached). (15 minutes) 

 

Small Group Work 

In groups of two or three, students will compare/discuss their findings on the Percentile Exploration 

Worksheet. (15 minutes) 

A Sample Worksheet has been attached to show possible answers/responses. 

 

Whole Class Sharing/Discussion  

Bring class together to discuss findings and address any issues. (20 minutes) 

Possible discussion questions: 

 Make sure on each question that students understand how to interpret their answers in context 

with the real world problem (not just give numerical calculations). 

 After discussing Exercise #1-4: If time allows show students Major League Baseball Player Height 

Chart website page.  Discuss chart and findings and compare to class findings. 

o Using the facts at the bottom of the page concerning the shortest and tallest players in 

MLB history, calculate their percentiles. 

 After discussing Exercise #7, ask students “how many people in the world would you expect to 

be taller than Shaq?”.  

Assessment  
 Each student is expected to turn in their own Percentile Exploration Worksheet.  (20 points) 

 Class participation/discussion. (10 points) 

Strategies for Differentiation  

 Allow students to work individually if necessary. 

 Assist students with the use of calculator (normalcdf, invnorm). 
 

 

http://www.baseball-almanac.com/charts/heights/heights.shtml
http://www.baseball-almanac.com/charts/heights/heights.shtml
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Name: ________________________          Date: __________________ 

Percentile Exploration 

1. Using the class data compiled previously from the MBL team rosters and assistance of a 

calculator... 

a. Compute the mean and standard deviation for all teams combined. 

 

 

 

 

b. Sketch a normal distribution for the MBL teams. 

 

 

 

 

2. In 2010, Josh Hamilton of the Texas Rangers was named MLB’s Most Valuable Player (MVP).  

Hamilton is 6’4’’; using the statistics calculated in Exercise #1, what percentile does he fall in? 

Interpret your result. 

 

 

  

3. How tall would the team room door have to be to insure that 98% of the MLB players could 

enter without having to duck? Interpret your result. 

 

 

 

4. You have just been drafted to the MLB!  Measure your height and decide what percentile you 

would be in with respect to MLB heights.  
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5. Male heights in the U.S. have a normal distribution with an approximate mean 70 inches 

and standard deviation 3 inches. Female heights have a normal distribution with an 

approximate mean 64 inches and standard deviation 3 inches. Based on this, 

 

a. What is your z-score with in your gender? 

 

 

 

b. What is your percentile within your gender? 

 

 

 

6. Using the statistics in Exercise #5, who’s taller for their gender? A 6’3’’ tall man or a 
5’10’’ tall woman. Explain your answer using percentiles and z-scores. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Shaquille O’Neal is 7’1’’tall. What percentile does he fall into? 
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Name: ___Sample_(answers will vary!)_    Date: __________________ 

Percentile Exploration 

1. Using the class data compiled previously from the MBL team rosters and assistance of a 

calculator... 

a. Compute the mean and standard deviation for all teams combined.  

 

  ̅               (Based only on the Braves and Red Sox) 

 

b. Sketch a normal distribution for the MBL teams. 

 
2. In 2010, Josh Hamilton of the Texas Rangers was named MLB’s Most Valuable Player (MVP).  

Hamilton is 6’4’’; using the statistics calculated in Exercise #1, what percentile does he fall in? 

Interpret your result. 

   normalcdf(-1099, 76, 74.1, 2.3) = .7956 

Hamilton would be in the 80th percentile, which means that 80% of the other MLB 

players would be 6’4’’ or shorter. 

3. How tall would the team room door have to be to insure that 98% of the MLB players could 

enter without having to duck? Interpret your result. 

Invnorm(.98, 74.1,2.3) = 78.8 inches 

To insure that 98% of the team can enter without ducking the door would need to be 

6’6.8’’ high. 

4. You have just been drafted to the MLB!  Measure your height and decide what percentile you 

would be in with respect to MLB heights.  

Height = 5’9’’ = 69 inches normalcdf(-1099, 69, 74.1, 2.3) = .0133 

If I was a MLB player, my height is only in the 1st percentile. 

 

        67.2    69.5    71.8    74.1    76.4    78.7     81 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=nomral+curve&view=detail&id=0FA8D2CDB255D8AAAAA8762FD103AB28CB1AE876&first=0&FORM=IDFRIR
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5. Male heights in the U.S. have a normal distribution with an approximate mean 70 inches 

and standard deviation 3 inches. Female heights have a normal distribution with an 

approximate mean 64 inches and standard deviation 3 inches. Based on this, 

 

a. What is your z-score with in your gender? (pretending to be a 5’9’’ male) 

  
     

 
        

 

b. What is your percentile within your gender? 

Calculator: normalcdf(-1099, -.333, 0, 1) = .3696  

Table: -.33  .3707 

   Percentile: 37% 

 
 

6. Using the statistics in Exercise #5, who’s taller for their gender? A 6’3’’ tall man or a 
5’10’’ tall woman. Explain your answer using percentiles and z-scores. 
 

Percentile with calculator:   

Male: normalcdf(-1099, 75, 70, 3) = .9522 

 Female: normalcdf(-1099, 70, 64, 3) = .9772    

    The female because she is in a higher percentile. 

 

   z-scores: 

    Male:   
     

 
    ̅ 

    Female:   
     

 
   

    The female because her score is farther above the mean. 

 
 
 

7. NBA player Shaquille O’Neal is 7’1’’tall. What percentile does he fall into? 
 

normalcdf(-1099, 85, 70, 3) = .9999997129 
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What’s Your Shoe Size? 

Strand     
Data Analysis and Probability 
 
Mathematical Objective(s)  
In this lesson students will conduct and analyze a survey on shoe sizes of students at their high school.  

From the data collected students will construct a histogram, discuss the characteristics of normally 

distributed data and find area under a curve using the Empirical Rule, normal table and graphing 

calculators. 

Mathematics Performance Expectation(s) 

MPE. 23   The student will analyze the normal distribution. Key concepts include  

a) characteristics of normally distributed data; 

b) percentiles; 

c) normalizing data, using z-scores; and 

d) area under the standard normal curve and probability. 

 

MPE.22  The student will analyze graphical displays of univariate data, including dotplots, stemplots, 

and histograms, to identify and describe patterns and departures from patterns, using central 

tendency, spread, clusters, gaps, and outliers. Appropriate technology will be used to create 

graphical displays.  

 
Related SOL  

A.9 The student, given a set of data, will interpret variation in real-world contexts and calculate 
and interpret mean absolute deviation, standard deviation, and z-scores. 

AFDA.7 The student will analyze the normal distribution. Key concepts include 
a) characteristics of normally distributed data; 
b) percentiles; 
c) normalizing data, using z-scores; and 
d) area under the standard normal curve and probability. 

AFDA.8 The student will design and conduct an experiment/survey. Key concepts include 
a) sample size; 
b) sampling technique; 
c) controlling sources of bias and experimental error; 
d) data collection; and 
e)    data analysis and reporting. 

AII.11 The student will identify properties of a normal distribution and apply those properties to 
determine probabilities associated with areas under the standard normal curve. 

              

NCTM Standards List all applicable NCTM standards related to each lesson. Example:  

 know the characteristics of well-designed studies, including the role of randomization in surveys and 
experiments 
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 understand histograms, parallel box plots, and scatterplots and use them to display data 

 find, use, and interpret measures of center and spread, including mean and interquartile range 

 for univariate measurement data, be able to display the distribution, describe its shape, and select 
and calculate summary statistics 

 Communicate mathematical thinking coherently and clearly to peers, teachers, and others 
 
Materials/Resources 

 Classroom set of graphing calculators 

 Teacher will arrange with other teachers a time to conduct survey during class today.  To keep this 

activity as simple as possible, teacher could “randomly” choose several classrooms to survey prior to 

class and have those teachers give the survey at the beginning of their class period.  Hopefully, this 

will take place at the same time of the introduction and surveys can then be collected and analyzed 

about 20 minutes into the class. 

 Copies of Shoe Size Survey form (attached) 

 Student copies of Shoe Size Distribution WS (attached) 

Assumption of Prior Knowledge 

 The typical student would have successfully completed Algebra 2. 

 Students are expected to know how to construct a frequency distribution and histogram. 

 Students are expected to know how to calculate the mean and standard deviation of a data set (with 

the assistance of a calculator). 

 Students are expected to know how to calculate z-scores. 

 Students are expected to know how to find probability/area under a standard normal curve. 

 The relevant real life context in this problem is shoe size of high school students. 

Introduction: Setting Up the Mathematical Task 
In this lesson, students will conduct a survey to determine the mean shoe size along with the standard 

deviation of shoe sizes among their high school. (20 minutes) 

 Do you think that shoe size would follow a normal distribution? Why or why not? 

 What would be the best way to collect data within our school system with respect to shoe size? 

(Briefly discuss the types of data collection: experiment, observational study, etc.) 

 Does it matter which classes we survey?  Would all 9
th
 grade classes be a good representation of 

all high school students in our school? (Briefly discuss what is meant by a random sample and the 

techniques, such as, simple random, stratified, cluster, systematic.) 

 Have one or two students collect the surveys from the other classrooms while our class 

completes the survey. 

 

Student Exploration 1:   
Surveys 

 As a class, compile the data collected from the survey. (10 minutes) 
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Student Exploration 2:  
Small Group Work  

 In groups of two or three students will  

 Create a histogram for the shoe sizes (10 minutes) 

 Complete the first section on the Shoe Size Distribution WS. (10 minutes) 

 

Whole Class Sharing/Discussion 

 Bring class together to discuss findings. (10 minutes) 

Possible discussion: 

 Different ways to find the probability: Empirical Rule, Normal table, Calculator (normalcdf).  

 When can the Empirical Rule be used?  

 Which method is more accurate? 

Assessment  
 Each student is expected to complete their own Shoe Size Distribution Worksheet to be checked for 

completeness by the teacher at the end of class.  (10 points) 

 Class participation/discussion. (10 points) 

 Extra Practice: Each student is to complete the extra practice problems on the back of the Shoe Size 

Distribution WS to be collected tomorrow. (10 points) 

Strategies for Differentiation  

 Allow students to work individually if necessary. 

 Provide grid paper for constructing histogram. 

 Assist students with the use of calculator (normalcdf). 
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Shoe Size Survey  

Mr./Mrs. _____________’s class is conducting a survey on shoe size 

and would like you to fill in the form below.  PLEASE do so as accurately as possible.  It is very 

important in our calculations to have precise data. THANK YOU! 

 

Gender: _____________ 

Grade level: ______________ 

Age: ______________ 

Shoe size: ____________ 

 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 

 

 

 

Shoe Size Survey  

Mr./Mrs. _____________’s class is conducting a survey on shoe size 

and would like you to fill in the form below.  PLEASE do so as accurately as possible.  It is very 

important in our calculations to have precise data. THANK YOU! 

 

Gender: _____________ 

Grade level: ______________ 

Age: ______________ 

Shoe size: ____________ 

  

http://www.hawaii247.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/Athletic-Shoes.Clip-Art-300x252.jpg
http://www.eslkidstuff.com/images/sneakersbw.gif
http://www.hawaii247.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/Athletic-Shoes.Clip-Art-300x252.jpg
http://www.eslkidstuff.com/images/sneakersbw.gif
http://www.hawaii247.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/Athletic-Shoes.Clip-Art-300x252.jpg
http://www.eslkidstuff.com/images/sneakersbw.gif
http://www.hawaii247.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/Athletic-Shoes.Clip-Art-300x252.jpg
http://www.eslkidstuff.com/images/sneakersbw.gif
http://www.hawaii247.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/Athletic-Shoes.Clip-Art-300x252.jpg
http://www.eslkidstuff.com/images/sneakersbw.gif
http://www.hawaii247.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/Athletic-Shoes.Clip-Art-300x252.jpg
http://www.eslkidstuff.com/images/sneakersbw.gif
http://www.hawaii247.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/Athletic-Shoes.Clip-Art-300x252.jpg
http://www.eslkidstuff.com/images/sneakersbw.gif
http://www.hawaii247.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/Athletic-Shoes.Clip-Art-300x252.jpg
http://www.eslkidstuff.com/images/sneakersbw.gif
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Name: ____________________      Date: _________________ 

Shoe Size Distribution 

Answer the following questions based on the data collected from the shoe size surveys. 

1. What is the mean shoe size? 

 

2. What is the standard deviation of the shoe sizes? 

 

 

3. Sketch a normal distribution curve of the shoe sizes. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What is the probability that a shoe size is smaller than 9? 

 

 

5. What is the probability that a shoe size is greater than 8? 

 

 

 

6. What is the probability that a shoe size is greater than 7.5 and less than 10? 

 

 

7. What is the probability that a shoe size is less than 6 and greater than 10? 

 

 

8. MLB player Josh Hamilton shoe size is 12.  What percent of the population has a size 

greater than Hamilton? 
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Extra Practice:  

1. Suppose the average woman’s shoe size is 8.25 with a standard deviation 1.15 and the 
average male shoe size is 10 with a standard deviation of 1.5. Do you have big feet? 

 
 
 
 
 

2. A shoe manufacturer collected data regarding men's shoe sizes and found that the 
distribution of sizes exactly fits the normal curve.  If the mean shoe size is 11 and the 
standard deviation is 1.5, find: 
 
a.  the probability that a man's shoe size is greater than or equal to 11.  

 
 
 
 
b.  the probability that a man's shoe size is greater than or equal to 12.5. 
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Answers will vary depending upon results of the survey!! 

Name: _____Sample___________      Date: _________________ 

Shoe Size Distribution 

Answer the following questions based on the data collected from the shoe size surveys. 

1. What is the mean shoe size? 

 

2. What is the standard deviation of the shoe sizes? 

 

 

3. Sketch a normal distribution curve of the shoe sizes. 

 

 

 

 

4. What is the probability that a shoe size is smaller than 9? 

 

 

5. What is the probability that a shoe size is greater than 8? 

 

 

 

6. What is the probability that a shoe size is greater than 7.5 and less than 10? 

 

 

7. What is the probability that a shoe size is less than 6 and greater than 10? 

 

 

8. MLB player Josh Hamilton shoe size is 12.  What percent of the population has a size 

greater than Hamilton? 
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Extra Practice: Be sure to specify your method for finding each probability. 

 

9. Suppose the average woman’s shoe size is 8.25 with a standard deviation 1.15 and 
the average male shoe size is 10 with a standard deviation of 1.5. Do you have big 
feet? 

 
My shoe size: women’s 8.5 

No, I would be considered average. I’m not even one standard deviation above the 
mean. Size 8.5 is about the 59th percentile normalcdf(-1099, 8.5, 8.25, 1.15) 
 

 
  

10. A shoe manufacturer collected data regarding men's shoe sizes and found that the 
distribution of sizes exactly fits the normal curve.  If the mean shoe size is 11 and the 
standard deviation is 1.5, find: 

 
a.  the probability that a man's shoe size is greater than or equal to 11.  Explain. 

 
 Mean = 11  .50, 50% of the data lies above the mean (characteristics of normal 
distribution). 
 
 
b.  the probability that a man's shoe size is greater than or equal to 12.5. Explain. 
 
 1 standard deviation above the mean = .16 
 Using the Empirical Rule, .50+.34 = .84 1-.84 = .16 
 

c.  the probability that a man’s shoe size is less than or equal to 9. Explain. 

 Table: z = -1.33  .0918 

 Calculator: normalcdf(-1099, 9, 11, 1.5) = .0912 

 


